STAR RANCH MEXICAN TRAIN DOMINOES

Materials
1. The Double Twelve Domino set consists of 91 dominos (for 2-5 players). The Double Fifteen Domino set consists of 136 dominoes (for 5-8 players).
2. A marker such as coin for each player.
3. Paper and pencil for scoring.

Number of players
2 to 8 players may easily play.
However, if less than 5 people are playing, it is recommended that only the Double Blank through 12 (or a set of Double Twelve Dominoes) be used.
If more than 5 are playing, a round table is much more suitable.

Time
With 4 people who know the game, estimate an average playing time to be between 3 or 4 hours to play a full set (Double 15 to Double Blank).

Age
For playing with a good sense of strategy players should be teens or older. (See strategy section).

Object
Play all your dominos.

*********
The Deal
1. Place the domino tiles face down on the playing surface and move them around to shuffle them.
2. Determine the number of dominoes to be drawn by each player:

Double 15 Set:
*	2 to 4 players - 15 dominoes
*	5 to 6 players - 14 dominoes
*	7 to 8 players - 12 dominoes
*	9 to 10 players - 10 dominoes

Double 12 Set:
*	2 to 4 players - 15 dominoes
*	5 to 6 players - 12 dominoes

Players’ hands are to be kept hidden from other players.
3. The remaining dominoes are set aside to be drawn as needed by the players. This is called the “draw pile” or “bone yard”. For players’ convenience, there may be more than one “pile” on the table; however, each player is free to make his or her draw from any of the “piles”.
4. The game begins with the Double 15 (or Double 12 with Double Twelve Dominos) and each hand thereafter uses the next lowest number (first hand Double 15, second hand Double 14, etc.) until a hand has been played to correspond with each double (hence, the 3 to 4 hour game sets).
5. The first round begins with the player having the highest (Double 15 or 12, depending on set) in his/er hand placing that domino in the center of the table. If no one has the designated tile, all players (in unison) draw a domino from the “pile”. If the designated tile is not drawn by any player in the first round of drawing, a second round of drawing occurs. The drawing rounds continue until a player has located the Double 15 and play can begin. (See Variations, below.)
Note: Succeeding hands use the same procedure when no player has the Double 14, Double 13, etc. in the initial draw.
6. When the double for the round has been found and placed in the center of the table, each player then sorts his/er dominoes by matching numbers to form a personal train. Each player’s train must begin with a domino that matches the double in the center of the table. Your next domino must match the other end of the first domino (Example: Double 12 in the center - you arrange your dominoes 12-5; 5-3; 3-11; 11-7; etc.). Line up as described above until all possible dominoes in your hand are used. The remaining dominoes that do not fit into your “train” are called “slough” and are to be played off on the Mexican Train or other players’ trains whenever possible.

Easy Play
The beginning player of each hand is the one with the highest double (this ignores 4 and 5, above). (Also see Variations, below.)

*********
The Rules
1. Play begins as soon as all players have assembled their trains (hidden from others, in front of them). Radiating from the center double (the “round house” domino), each player has his/er own space on which to play his/er train (leaving the round house). No other player may play on another player’s personal train until a player has been unable to play and has placed a marker on his/er last played domino or his/er assigned spot, if s/he has not yet played any dominoes. Once done, others may play on the other players’ trains only as long as the marker is out to indicate the train is available for others to play on. (This is called an “open train”.)
2. The Mexican Train is separate and may be played on by any player in turn. It must begin with a double domino and a “confirming” (that is, matching) tile number. (Example: the Mexican Train begins with a double 10 and a 10-3. Next player may play 3-6, etc.)
3. An “unconfirmed Double” must be called as such when players play one. (See Playing Doubles, below.)

Drawing Tiles
When a player can not play anywhere on the board, one tile is drawn, which can be played immediately (also see Playing Doubles, below).

The Starting Round
1. The player who played the double in the center starts the play, continuing clockwise around the table. The first player, after playing on the center double (starting his/er personal train), has first try at starting the Mexican Train.
2. If the first player does not begin the Mexican Train, the MexicanTrain may be begun by any of the ensuing players when their turns arrive.
3. A player must lay down a domino to start a personal train before s/he can put down starting dominos for the Mexican Train. Additionally, a player must lay down a domino to start his/er personal train before s/he can add dominos to an already begun Mexican Train.
4. The following players may then play on the Mexican Train by matching a domino to the number on the “off” end of the domino (example: train begins with a 12-12, 12-5, the next player then plays a 5-7; then the next a 7-3; etc.). As the game progresses, each player has the option of playing on his/er own train and/or the Mexican Train, using the Mexican Train to “slough off” the dominoes that do not fit into his/er personal train.
5. If a player does not have a domino to play on the center double to start his/er personal train, then s/he draws a domino from the bone yard. If it is a match for the center double s/he plays it right away, and his/er personal train is officially started and he/she may play other open places accordingly. If s/he can not play the domino to start his/er train, s/he must mark his/er train as “open”.

After the Starting Round
1. When a player cannot play on his/er own train, the Mexican Train or a “marked open” train of another player (s/he has “no play”), then s/he draws a domino from the bone yard. If s/he cannot play that domino on the board, s/he places a marker on the last domino of his/er train. All players may then play on this player’s train as their turns arrive. If this player can play on his/er personal train at his/er next turn, the marker is then removed and no other player may play on that train. (See Penalties, below.)
2. A player may remove his/er “marker” ONLY when able to play on his/er personal train (this includes playing to confirm an unconfirmed double on his/er train). (See Penalties, below.)
3. A player has the “option to open” his/er personal train if s/he can play elsewhere, but can not play on his/er personal train. (See Strategy, below.)

Playing Doubles
If a player plays a double (laying it crosswise to the line of tiles in the train), s/he must then play another domino with an end matching that double - this is called “confirming” a double.
If s/he does not play on the double, even after drawing a domino from the bone yard, s/he marks his/er personal train as open and the next player must “confirm” the double through use of a domino from his/er hand or by drawing.
If this second player cannot “confirm” the double, s/he also places a marker on his/er train and the next player must attempt to “confirm” it. This procedure is followed until the double has been “confirmed”.
EXCEPTION: A PLAYER MAY GO OUT WITH A DOUBLE WITHOUT HAVING TO PLAY ANOTHER DOMINO TO CONFIRM IT.
Once the double is confirmed, play resumes as normal. The player confirming the double plays any other available spots in his/er turn.

As play proceeds, any player who is down to one domino must give notice to the other players. This is usually done by tapping the remaining domino on the table (called “Doing the one tile dance”). This rule applies even if the player realizes that his/er domino will not be playable at his/er next turn.

The End
1. When one player has played all his/er dominoes, the other players must add up the total of their remaining dominoes and give that total to the scorekeeper. Double Blank count 0. (Example: remaining dominoes in your hand - 3-5, 11-12, 10-7 = 48).
2. As soon as the first game is completed (as in Double 12), the next game begins with the Double 11, the next with Double 10, etc., with the last round being the Double Blank.
3. The player with the lowest total score after all set games are played is the winner.

*********
Variations
1. Instead of drawing to locate the necessary Double (Double 15 for the first round, for example) the players may choose to use the highest Double available in the players’ drawn hands that has not already been played. Thus, if the Double 12 or 11 are not in the players’ hand, but the Double 10 is, then the game begins with the Double 10 and the scorekeeper makes note that the Double 10 has thus been used. The Double 10 will not be played again.
1a. Draw only up to 3 extra dominos per player in order to find the needed Double. If not found this way, turn over all the dominos until found, placing it in the round house
2. To speed up the game: before turning the dominoes over to “shuffle”, the Double to be used to begin the next hand may be held out and placed in the center after the players has drawn their hands. With this method, the player who “went out” on the preceding hand, begins the play.
3. In scoring, the Double Blank counts as 50.
4. Appoint the player closest to the Mexican Train as the “conductor”. s/he will manage the placement of all of the other player’s dominos on the Mexican Train and call out the domino values as needed for the proceeding players. S/he can also call out the domino values of all the other open trains. The conductor additionally can remind players of marker placement and call penalties where needed.

Strategy
1. Cut Throat Play: Placing a Double domino down (on the Mexican Train) and then not satisfying it. Therefore, making the next player “confirm” the double from the middle of his/er train. All other play stops until the double is “confirmed”.
2. Optionally opening your personal train:
2a. At the start before anyone has played
2b. In your turn even if you can play elsewhere, good if you know you can not play your train in the next turn and everyone has a good number of dominos and are not ready to go out.

Penalties
If a player plays a domino on his/her own closed train and does not remove the marker in his/her turn, the marker is left in place until his/her next turn. (There is only one warning per set, per player.)
If a player has a needed Double for a round in his/er hand, but everyone is made to draw looking for said Double then s/he is not allowed to start the round. Play turns to next player to the left.

*********
Glossary
confirm - play a domino with a matching end to a Double; satisfy a Double
open train - a player unable to play any dominos (after drawing) places a marker on his/er personal train. Other players may then play on the train in his/er turns.
round house domino -  center double; the starting double domino which is placed in the center of the table and from which all personal trains radiate
slough - dominos in a players’ had that don’t fit into a train
unconfirmed double - a Double played without a follow-up matching domino

